Classroom Furniture

Unify™ | FaceTime® Wave | All Terrain® Instructor’s Desk
Sit on it. Sit at it. Nest it. Roll it away.

UNIFY™

Convert a room to anything you want it to be... cafeteria, study hall, gymnasium, assembly or meeting room. Unify accommodates any number of functions in one space. It’s never been easier. Its unique combination of pneumatic lift assist and torsional energy system enable smooth, effortless operation. Unify’s versatile and adaptable styles, shapes, heights, and dimensions provide ideal solutions for any multi-use space.

Smart design. Ingenious function. Incredibly versatile.

ALL TERRAIN® INSTRUCTOR’S DESK

Its minimal scale and smooth-rolling casters offer exceptional mobility. The binder tower with angled surface provides an area to prop materials for lecturing. Grommets discreetly hide wires while the modesty panel gives users privacy. An optional wider cabinet allows utilization of an AV rack. The lockable vented access doors on the rear of the unit provide permanent storage and ventilation for learning equipment like laptops and projectors.
The difference between sitting in a classroom and learning is student engagement. FaceTime Wave encourages that engagement by providing learners with safe and comfortable seating and desk options.

Not only do FaceTime Wave Chairs promote an alert neutral posture, their unique one-piece design provides back support without relying on an external frame or ribs, allowing them to flex and adjust to users. They are also available with cushioned, upholstered back and seat pads for even greater comfort.

Like the chairs, desks are available in two finishes. High-pressure laminate tops offer a variety of surface and edge options, while hard plastic tops provide a scratch-resistant writing surface that will look new for years to come.